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Minimal residual disease (MRD) status is the strongest independent prognostic factor
for patients with pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). Monitoring of the
MRD status allows risk-adapted therapy as its absence or presence guides patient
therapy and can result in significant treatment reduction or intensification, respectively. MRD assays should be sensitive (exceeding a threshold of 10−4 per current
guidelines), specific, widely applicable, rapid, and technically feasible. Classical MRD
assays that are widely used in pediatric ALL include multiparameter flow cytometry
(MFC), which identifies aberrant immunophenotypes, and real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RQ-PCR), which detects fusion transcripts or clonal immunoglobulin/T-cell receptor (IG/TCR) gene rearrangements. These assays have sensitivities of 10−3 to 10−5 and have been standardized internationally. However, each
assay has its own pitfalls such as false negatives caused by immunophenotypic shifts
in MFC, relatively limited applicability of the fusion transcript PCR, and the technical
complexity associated with designing PCR for quantifying clonal IG/TCR gene rearrangements using allele-specific oligonucleotides. Next-generation flow cytometry,
next-generation sequencing, and droplet digital PCR are expected to replace classical
MRD assays, given their higher sensitivities (10−5 to 10−6) and accuracies as well as
greater technical feasibilities. Before their incorporation into the standard practice
for care for children with ALL, these assays require further exploration to ascertain
whether their higher sensitivities are clinically relevant. Furthermore, standardization
and quality assurance programs should be devised to enhance the clinical adoption
of these new assays. Lastly, new targets should be identified to improve the monitoring of MRD; moreover, both the methodology and clinical significance of MRD evaluation should be revisited in the era of immunotherapy.
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nors [2,3]. Risk-adapted therapy and dose intensification

Introduction

strategies have greatly improved the outcomes of children with ALL, with an overall complete remission (CR)

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is a neoplasm of

rate of ＞95% for B-ALL and 70% for T-ALL [4,5]. How-

lymphoid progenitor cells committed to the B- (80-85%

ever, relapses still occur in 20% of children with this dis-

of diagnoses), T- (20-25%), and natural killer cell lineages

ease, implying the existence and proliferation of residual

(1%) [1]. As it represents one-quarter of diagnosed child-

ALL cells that are not eradicated during therapy but re-

hood cancers, it is the most common malignancy in mi-

main undetected during conventional cytomorphologic
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assessment in which CR is defined as ＜5% visible leukemic blasts in the bone marrow and blood [4,6-8].

Classical MRD Assays

Minimal residual disease (MRD) is a consequence of
the abovementioned undetected cells that are respon-

MFC identifies the aberrant immunophenotypes in ALL

sible for relapse [4,6-8]. It can only be detected and

cells. RQ-PCR is used to detect fusion transcripts and

quantified using techniques with higher sensitivity and

clonal IG/TCR gene rearrangements using allele-specific

specificity for leukemic cells and is therefore also re-

oligonucleotide (ASO) primers, particularly the latter.

ferred to as “measurable residual disease” [9-12]. The

These assays have sensitivities of 10

measurement of MRD is a response-based assessment

principles, characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages

that cannot be predicted via conventional pretreatment

are summarized in Table 1.

covariates such as age, white blood cell count, and cytogenetics, indicating that responses to therapy are pa-

−3

to 10−5; their

1) Multiparameter flow cytometry (MFC)

tient-specific and reflect the in vivo chemosensitivity of

Leukemic cells show expression patterns that differ

leukemic cells, drug metabolism, and other host re-

from those of their normal counterparts and are referred

sponses [9,13]. Indeed, it has been consistently demon-

to as leukemia-associated immunophenotypes (LAIPs).

strated that the prognostic value of MRD exceeds that of

These include the asynchronous co-expression of early

other pretreatment risk factors in pediatric ALL [7]. MRD

and late antigens, over- or under-expression of normally

status also predicts the risk of relapse and helps guide

expressed antigens, and expression of cross-lineage anti-

risk-adapted strategies for pediatric patients with ALL

gens [34-36]. The principle of the MFC MRD assay is ALL

[4-8,14-19]. Current guidelines recommend the measure-

cell recognition through patient-specific LAIP markers

ment of MRD using assays with sensitivities that exceed

combined with backbone markers that enable the gating

−4

[20]; newer assays claim even higher

of lymphoid precursors [34-36]. The patient-specific

sensitivities [12,21-25]. MRD assays should also be re-

LAIP should be identified at diagnosis (i.e., before com-

producible and specific enough to distinguish leukemic

mencing any therapy) by comparing the immuno-

cells from morphologically similar non-malignant coun-

phenotypic profile of the ALL cells to reference bone

terparts such as regenerating hematogones, which are

marrow samples using various combinations of mono-

benign lymphoid precursors comprising up to 10% of

clonal antibodies.

a threshold of 10

lymphoid cells in the bone marrow of patients recovering
from chemotherapy or transplantation [26-29].

MFC MRD is applicable for ＞90% of pediatric ALL
−3

[9-11,29,30,37]. Its sensitivity is between 10

and 10−5

Classical MRD assays widely used for pediatric ALL in-

(3-6 colors), which is mainly determined by the number

clude multiparameter flow cytometry (MFC) and re-

of cells acquired, number of antigens used, degree of im-

al-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RQ-PCR)

munophenotypic deviation of the leukemic blasts, and

[9-11,30,31]. Newer MRD assaying technologies such as

the proportion of normal counterparts [26,28,36,38-40].

next-generation flow cytometry (NGF), next-generation

For example, 1,000,000 events should be acquired to

sequencing (NGS), and droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) have

achieve a sensitivity of 10

also been developed [9-11,24,30-33]. Frequently used

tion of 10% [36,41]. The quantity of MRD is usually ex-

targets for MRD detection in pediatric ALL include aber-

pressed in percentages; the denominator depends on the

rant immunophenotypes, fusion gene transcripts, and

protocol used and may be total nucleated cells, total

clonal immunoglobulin (IG)/T-cell receptor (TCR) gene

white or nonerythroid cells, or mononuclear cells. There-

rearrangements, although additional novel targets are al-

fore, caution should be taken when comparing MFC MRD

so drawing attention [9-11,24,30-33].

results from different laboratories [36].

−4

with a coefficient of varia-

Compared to those of PCR assays (discussed below),
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Table 1. Characteristics of classical minimal residual disease assays used in pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia
Assay technique Applicability
and targets
and sensitivity
Multiparameter
flow cytometry
for LAIPs

＞90%
3-4 colors:
10−3-10−4
6-8 colors:
−4
−5
10 -10

Real-time
quantitative
PCR for fusion
transcripts
(mainly on
RNA)

B-ALL:
25-30%
T-ALL:
15-25%
−4
−5
10 -10

Real-time
quantitative
PCR for
IG/TCR gene
rearrangements

90-95%
−4
−5
10 -10

Advantages

Disadvantages

Wide applicability
Low cost
Short turnaround time
Exclusion of apoptotic cells lacking
leukemogenic potential
Analysis at cell population or single cell level
High sensitivity
Short turnaround time
Stable target throughout treatment
Wide availability of primer sets
Standardization for recurrent fusion transcripts

High sensitivity
Wide applicability
Standardized protocol and data interpretation

Lower sensitivity than RQ-PCR
Requires fresh samples (＜24 h old)
Requires diagnostic sample to identify LAIPs
Immunophenotypic shifts may cause false negatives
Requires high level of expertise to interpret data
Limited standardization
Limited applicability
RNA instability
Risk of contamination
Requires standard curves
Risk of inaccurate quantitation
False positive results owing to nonspecific
amplification of normal DNA or of cells
without leukemogenic potential
Long turnaround time
Generation of patient-specific allele specific
oligonucleotide primer sets is cumbersome
Requires prior knowledge of IG/TCR gene
rearrangements at diagnosis
Clonal evolution can lead to false negatives
Relative clone load quantitation is affected by
the proportion of B/T lymphoid cells

B-ALL, B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia; IG/TCR, immunoglobulin/T-cell receptor; LAIP, leukemia-associated immunophenotype;
MRD, minimal residual disease; RQ-PCR, real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction; T-ALL, T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia.

the main advantages of MFC include its shorter turn-

knowledge of antigen expression observed during differ-

around time (TAT; approximately 4 hours), lower cost,

entiation of normal hematopoietic progenitors, although

and wider applicability. Hence, this assay is the most

the assessment could still be subjective [28,36].

widely used for MRD detection in pediatric ALL [9-11,

A standardized MRD protocol for B-ALL is available

13,30,31,36,37]. It excludes apoptotic cells that could

[44]. Standardized antibody panels for 8-color flow cy-

contribute to false positive results in PCR assays by gat-

tometry were optimized and validated for the diagnosis

ing out cells with high side scatter [37]. Moreover, MFC

and subclassification of hematologic malignancies in-

analyzes antigen expression at the single-cell level but

cluding ALL; these could be used in the MFC MRD assay

provides data on all cells in the entire sample simulta-

as well [31,34,37,45].

neously [9-11,30]. Specific immunophenotypes are indicative of the prognosis and/or particular cytogenetic
and molecular genetic abnormalities [32,42].

2) RQ-PCR for leukemia-specific fusion transcripts
Leukemia-specific fusion transcripts derived from on-

Nevertheless, the sensitivity of MFC is still lower com-

cogenic chromosomal rearrangements can be used as

pared to that of PCR assays, and its requirement of fresh

MRD targets in pediatric ALL [7,46,47]. ETV6-RUNX1,

samples (＜24 h old) precludes its use with archived

TCF3-PBX1, and BCR-ABL1 are observed in 25-30%, 6%,

specimens [36,43]. Diagnostic samples are required to

and 2-4% of pediatric B-ALLs, respectively [1,14,16,46-

identify LAIPs, whereas phenotypic shifts are frequent

48]. SIL-TAL1 is observed in 15-25% of pediatric T-ALLs

after treatment or elevated on relapse, which can cause

[1,8,46,47,49]. KMT2A gene rearrangement with various

false negative interpretations [35,36]. It requires expert

partner genes is observed in 80% of infant B-ALLs [1,15].
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The presence of these fusion transcripts also determines
the prognosis of patients with pediatric ALL [14,50]. For
MRD assessment, the messenger RNA (mRNA) of the fusion transcript is converted to complementary DNA via
reverse-transcription, which is then used as a template

material.
Standardized RQ-PCR protocols for some recurrent fusion transcripts are available [31,46,47,51,52].
3) RQ-ASO-PCR for clonal IG/TCR gene rearrangements

for subsequent PCR reactions [46,47,51,52]. During

The IG and TCR gene loci contain many different vari-

RQ-PCR, the signal from the amplified product is com-

able (V), diversity (D), and joining (J) gene segments [54-

pared to that of a standard curve derived from serial di-

56]. Serial rearrangement processes known as V(D)J re-

lutions of a known material, allowing quantification of

combinations, which are physiological events essential

the PCR product [14,16,31,47,51,52].

for immunological diversity, occur during early lymphoid

The sensitivity of RQ-PCR is comparable to or 1 log

differentiation [54-56]. The combinatorial V(D)J reper-

−4

higher than that of MFC (10 -10 ) [14,16,49]. The as-

6
toire is estimated to be ∼2×10 for IG molecules, ∼3×

say’s TAT is comparable to that of MFC [9-11,13,14,16,

106 for TCRαβ , and ∼5×103 for TCR γδ [54]. The random

30,47,49]. When compared to MFC or to the RQ-PCR as-

deletion and insertion of nucleotides at the junction sites

say in terms of detecting clonal IG/TCR gene rearrange-

of each gene segment further diversifies the repertoire

ments (which target patient-specific LAIPs or index se-

during the rearrangement process. The total repertoire

quences that are affected by immunophenotypic shifts or

of IG and TCR molecules is estimated to reach nearly

subclonal evolution during therapy, respectively), this as-

10

say targets leukemia-specific fusion transcripts that are

dependent B- or T-cell clones carry identical IG/TCR

theoretically present in all leukemic cells and remain sta-

gene rearrangements by chance [54-56]. However, clonal

ble throughout treatment [15,48,50,53]. Therefore, the

lymphoid cells originating from a single specific lym-

same primer set can be used for all patients with the

phoid progenitor have the same (monoclonal) IG/TCR

same type of fusion transcripts [46,47,51,52]. Indeed,

rearrangement, which can therefore serve as a DNA fin-

commercialized primer sets are available for major fu-

gerprint [54-56]. Clonal IG/TCR gene rearrangements

sion transcripts, which allows for the widespread adop-

can be used both for MRD evaluation in lymphoid malig-

tion of this assay.

nancies and the determination of clonality in conditions

−5

12

[54]; therefore, it is highly unlikely that two in-

Nevertheless, the major drawback of RQ-PCR for fu-

with lymphoid proliferation [54,57,58]. Clonal IG/TCR

sion transcripts is that it is applicable only to patients

rearrangements are identified using multiplex PCR with

with particular fusion transcripts. Other disadvantages

different primer sets for IG/TCR genes coupled with het-

include the instability of the RNA and the discordance

eroduplex analysis or GeneScanning [54]. Junctional re-

between the number of cells and number of fusion tran-

gions of clonal IG/TCR rearrangements (the multiplex

script copies, which depends on the cell cycle [14,16,

PCR product) are identified through Sanger sequencing,

46-49]. Genomic DNA of rearranged genes can be used

following which patient-specific complementary ASO

instead of mRNA as a starting material owing to its great-

primers are designed and RQ-PCR is performed for MRD

er stability, easier quantitation (only 1 PCR target is pres-

quantitation [57].

ent per cell), and greater availability of information on

The applicability of RQ-ASO-PCR is comparable to that

oligoclonality or clonal evolution [15,16,48,50,51]. How-

of MFC (＞90% of pediatric ALL patients) depending on

ever, this is technically cumbersome owing to the high

−4
−5
the primer sets used [8,57,59]. A sensitivity of 10 -10

variability of some rearrangement breakpoints between

is achieved through the RQ-PCR process [8,40,59,60]. It

patients thus is not widely used in clinical laboratories

detects patient-specific clones and identifies clonal rela-

[10]. The risk of contamination during the PCR process

tionships between two lymphoid malignancies in a single

cannot be avoided regardless of the choice of the starting

patient and can therefore even differentiate between a

90
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relapse and second malignancy [47,54,57,58].

clones of varying therapeutic resistance, which can also

Nevertheless, this assay is not widely used in routine

lead to false negative results [59,61]. Hence, it is recom-

clinical practice since the TAT reaches 4-5 weeks given

mended that patients with two or more independent

the ASO-PCR setup for individual patients, even though

IG/TCR gene rearrangement targets be monitored during

it has been considered the gold standard for MRD de-

follow-up [33,40,57,59-61].

tection in pediatric ALL and is extensively used in MRD

A standardized protocol for the detection of clonal

research studies along with MFC [37,40,59,60]. Moreover,

IG/TCR gene rearrangements was developed, followed by

false positive/negative clonal IG/TCR rearrangement re-

a guideline for the interpretation and reporting of such

sults can arise from either variable performance or mis-

data [54,58]. Standardized RQ-PCR guidelines for the

annealing of primers during multiplex PCR as well as the

analysis of MRD are available to ensure reproducible

low sensitivity of heteroduplex analysis/GeneScanning

MRD data across different laboratories [31,57,64].

(5% at maximum) at the initial identification of the clonotype [8,22]. Furthermore, RQ-PCR cannot precisely

Emerging MRD Assays

quantify the MRD in cases with very low disease burden,
leading to a “positive-not-quantifiable” (PNQ) desig-

Emerging MRD assays aim to achieve higher sensitiv-

nation [11]. Non-specific amplification of spurious IG/TCR

ities and specificities while overcoming the limitations of

rearrangements that are indistinguishable from PNQ can

classical assays. NGF identifies aberrant phenotypes

also occur, with an intrinsic risk of false positive/neg-

through a standardized high-throughput process; NGS

ative MRD detection, particularly after the end of therapy

recognizes clonal IG/TCR gene rearrangements, and

or after hematopoietic stem cell transplantation [6,25,27,

ddPCR identifies the same as well as fusion transcripts

31,61,62].

in pediatric ALL; these assays have sensitivities of 10

−5

In practice, the combined application of IGH/IGK and

−6
to 10 . The principles, characteristics, advantages, and

TCRB/TCRG gene rearrangements enable MRD marker

disadvantages of the emerging MRD assays are summar-

identification in virtually all pediatric B-ALLs and T-ALLs,

ized in Table 2.

respectively [8,54,56,58]. Cross-lineage rearrangements
are frequently observed in ALL cells (but not in normal

1) Next-generation flow cytometry (NGF)

counterparts and rarely in mature lymphoid neoplasms);

NGF is a novel high-throughput MRD assay using flow

these include TCR gene rearrangements in 40-90% of

cytometry that was introduced by the EuroFlow Consor-

B-ALLs and in 20% of acute myeloid leukemias, as well

tium and is based on a multidimensional approach that

as IG gene rearrangements in 20% of T-ALLs [8,63]. This

includes principal component and canonical analyses

implies that cross-lineage rearrangement of IG and TCR

[31,32,65-68]. The NGF MRD assay differs from classical

genes can be used as a marker for MRD evaluation alone

MFC MRD testing mainly in that its protocol is fully

or combined with lineage-restricted rearrangement of IG

standardized and that it analyzes ＞4 million cells to ach-

and TCR genes [8]. However, they should not be used as

−5
−6
ieve a sensitivity of 10 -10 [32,41]. It retains the ad-

markers that determine lineage.

vantages of MFC including its wide applicability and

Even though this assay is not affected by any treat-

short TAT [31,32].

ment-caused immunophenotypic shifts, approximately

Rather than using the LAIP of an individual patient as

20% of minors with ALL lose their original IG/TCR targets

is performed in the classical MFC MRD assay, the NGF

owing to primary and secondary rearrangements result-

MRD assay recognizes ALL cells using standardized, pre-

ing from clonal evolution between diagnosis and relapse,

set LAIPs that are “different from normal” [32]. This is

risking false negative results during follow-up [33].

achieved through comparing the expression of antigenic

Oligoclonality is common in pediatric ALL with different

patterns of ALL cells in numerous patients to that of nor-
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Table 2. Characteristics of emerging minimal residual disease assays used in pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia
Assay techniques
and targets

Applicability and
sensitivity

Next-generation
flow cytometry
for identifying
immunophenotypic deviations
from normal
counterparts

＞90%
10−5-10−6

Next-generation
sequencing for
IG/TCR gene
rearrangements

＞90%
−5
−6
10 -10

Digital droplet
PCR for fusion
transcripts or
IG/TCR gene
rearrangements

Applicability varies
depending on targets:
＞90% for IG/TCR
gene rearrangements
and 25-30% for
fusion transcripts
−5
−6
10 -10

Advantages

Disadvantages

High sensitivity and wide applicability
Short turnaround time
Does not require prior information on patient-specific
aberrant immunophenotype at diagnosis
Lower risk of false negatives caused by immunophenotypic
shift during therapy compared to MFC
Excludes apoptotic cells lacking leukemogenic potential
Analysis at cell population or single cell level
Standardized for B-ALL
High sensitivity and wide applicability
Forgoes the need to design patient-specific/allele specific
oligonucleotide primer sets
Does not require knowledge of IG/TCR gene
rearrangement status at the diagnosis
Can identify oligoclonality and clonal evolution
Provides information on B/T-cell background repertoire
Includes internal quality controls to monitor primer
performance, technical variability, and quantitation
Freely available web-based bioinformatics pipeline
Standardized for B-ALL
Potentially useful for other gene mutations
High sensitivity and accuracy
Does not require a standard curve
Potentially useful for other gene mutations

Requires fresh samples
(＜24 h)
Requires 4 million
cells for a sensitivity
−6
of 10
Requires high-level
expertise for
interpretation
Long turnaround time
Risk of disproportional
target amplification
during multiplex PCR
High cost

Limited experience for
pediatric ALL
Not yet standardized

B-ALL, B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia; IG/TCR, immunoglobulin/T-cell receptor; MFC, multiparameterflow cytometry; PCR,
polymerase chain reaction.

mal counterpart populations (hematopoietic progenitors

this assay successfully distinguished patients with B-ALL

of similar lineage and maturational stage) [28,32,38,39].

from normal individuals in 99% of the subjects [32].

It does not require information on the immunopheno-

Using the erythrocyte bulky lysis protocol, the NGF

type of leukemic cells from each patient at the initial di-

MRD assay counts ＞4 million cells [as is required for a

agnosis and is less affected by immunophenotypic shifts

minimum of 10 clustered events to consider a sample

caused by treatment or relapse. The standardized 8-color

MRD-positive (lower limit of detection) as well as a mini-

B-ALL panel includes CD38, CD66c/CD123, CD73/CD304,

mum of 40 clustered events for the accurate quantitation

and CD81 owing to their strong ability to discriminate

of the MRD level (lower limit of quantitation)], thereby

between B-ALL cells and normal B-cell precursors/re-

exceeding the sensitivity of RQ-PCR while being com-

generating B-cells along with the 5 backbone markers

parable to that of NGS [32,73]. This new protocol that

CD19, CD45, CD34, CD10, and CD20 for appropriate B-

involves the resuspension of large amounts of lysed sam-

cell precursor gating as well as differentiation between

ples was found to increase the number of evaluable leu-

normal B-cell precursors and B-ALL cells [32,37,69-72].

kocytes without significantly altering the cellular compo-

A fully standardized laboratory protocol that includes

sition or increasing the percentage of doublets [32]. By

equipment settings was established [32]. Upon validation,

doing so, a concordance of 93% was achieved between

92
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the NGF and RQ-PCR assays; most discordances were resolved through NGS for IG/TCR rearrangements and
blind multicenter reanalysis of flow cytometric data.

tine use in clinical laboratories [9,10,30].
A standardized NGS MRD assay protocol to detect clonal IG/TCR rearrangements in patients with ALL was re-

A standardized NGF MRD assay for T-ALLs is expected

cently developed and validated [74]. The protocol in-

to be developed based on the current knowledge of the

cluded a laboratory standard operating procedure for all

immunophenotypes of neoplastic T-ALL cells and their

relevant IG/TCR targets and quality control processes, as

normal T-cell counterparts [10,11,34,65]. The high sensi-

well as a web browser-based bioinformatics protocol

tivity of this assay remains be demonstrated in large clin-

[74]. Using primers for the genes IGH, IGK, TRB, TRG,

ical trials.

and TRD, this assay demonstrated high reproducibility

2) Next-generation sequencing (NGS)

and good concordance with Sanger sequencing [74]. This
standardized protocol introduced quality control proce-

NGS for IG/TCR gene rearrangements is the most in-

dures using two types of materials to monitor the per-

tensively studied emerging assay for MRD detection in

formance of each primer set and better quantify the clo-

pediatric ALL [12,21-25]. An amplicon-based multiplex

notype [74,75,78]. This effort reduces the risk of false

PCR with universal primers for IG/TCR genes followed by

positive/negative results due to multiplexing and errors

deep sequencing provides both the quantity and se-

in ‘relative’ quantitation owing to fluctuating proportions

quence information of clonal IG/TCR gene rearrange-

of total B/T lymphoid cells to some extent.

ments originating from ALL clones [74]. It is applicable

As different primers function under the same reaction

to ＞90% of pediatric ALL (depending on the primer sets

conditions, NGS is subjected to some variability in the

−6
used) and shows a high sensitivity (up to 10 ) [21-24,

course of library preparation, sequencing, and bioinfor-

74].

matics steps [74]. The ‘central poly-target quality con-

Like the aforementioned RQ-ASO-PCR method, NGS

trol’ (cPT-QC) is a standardized mixture of different lym-

MRD assays can detect clonal IG/TCR gene rearrange-

phoid samples representing a full repertoire of IG/TCR

ments. However, the latter technique has superior spe-

gene rearrangements. By checking cPT-QC primer usage

cificity for leukemic clones given that it provides se-

and comparing assay results with reference profiles, the

quence details that enable better identification of MRD

performance of different primers can be evaluated [74,

clones in the presence of background polyclonal re-

75].

arrangements and allows for better differentiation be-

The target cells of this assay are lymphocytes, not total

tween relapses of existing clones and second malig-

leukocytes. Primers for IG/TCR genes amplify only cells

nancies [21,22,74-76]. The NGS MRD assay sequences

with IG/TCR rearrangements in the sample, rendering

multiple IG/TCR rearrangements within a single se-

the percentage of the reads of a particular sequence in-

quencing run, thus capturing oligoclonality and/or clonal

dicative of the proportion of residual ALL cells among all

evolution (which is observed in 20% of relapsed ALLs)

cells with IG/TCR rearrangements (B/T lymphocytes) and

during the therapy [22,58,77] and providing an overview

not the proportion of residual ALL cells among the total

of the entire immune repertoire as well as the residual

leukocyte population [75]. This can be problematic when

leukemia [25,74-76]. Technique-wise, it requires neither

there are too few B- or T- cells (particularly immediately

laborious designing of patient-specific RQ-ASO-PCR as-

after treatment or B/T-cell-directed immunotherapy)

says nor a second step for quantitation [74]. It identifies

and can lead to the overestimation of the leukemic cell

clones of interest in the same sample and does not al-

burden [75]. The ‘central in-tube quality/quantification

ways require a diagnostic specimen to obtain the index

control’ (cIT-QC) consists of human B- and T-cell lines

sequence [74-76]. Nevertheless, the assay’s high cost and

with known concentrations of both cell types and well-

long TAT should be addressed before promoting its rou-

defined IG/TCR rearrangements, and is spiked into each
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sample to undergo concurrent library preparation and

termine if this assay has additional benefits for pediatric

sequencing [74,75]. As it is subjected to the same techni-

ALL management.

cal downstream variables with each sample, it can be
used as a library-specific quality control. Simultaneously,
the cIT-QC provides a ‘read-to-cell count’ conversion

Clinical Significance of MRD and
Inter-Assay Correlations

factor that enables the estimation of the number of cells
(specifically, the cell equivalent) with a particular IG/TCR

It was in pediatric ALL that the prognostic significance

gene rearrangement while not being affected by the

of MRD quantification was demonstrated for the first

number of total B- or T-cells in the sample. Still, caution

time [6]. The prognostic significance of MRD has been

should be taken when comparing NGS MRD results with

extensively investigated in various pediatric ALL settings

those from flow cytometry-based MRD assays, which

using classical MRD assays. MRD was strongly associated

usually present the quantity of MRD as a percentage of

with early remission, CR, relapse after the first CR or al-

the number of total nucleated cells or total leukocytes

logeneic stem cell transplantation (allo-SCT), event-free

[36].

survival, and overall survival [6-8,14-18]. Refining risk

The correlation between the NGS MRD assay for

groups according to MRD level improved patients’ out-

IG/TCR rearrangements and other MRD assays, as well as

comes by providing better guidance in terms of treat-

the clinical usefulness of the high sensitivity of this assay

ment reduction or intensification, including whether to

in pediatric ALL, are currently being investigated, and

pursue allo-SCT [4-6,15,19]. Currently, MRD detection is

should be examined in larger clinical studies [12,21-25].

a component of standard pediatric ALL clinical practice;

3) Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR)

thresholds of 1%, 0.1%, and 0.01% are used for risk stratification and MRD response assessment [20,31,37,59,85].

ddPCR is a highly sensitive third-generation PCR tech-

In terms of compatibility between the classical MRD

nology that enables absolute quantification [79]. A

assays, MFC and RQ-PCR for IG/TCR gene rearrange-

DNA-containing sample is compartmentalized into oil

ments (which are more widely applicable than RQ-PCR

droplets, and the fluorescence from each droplet is

for fusion transcripts) have good concordance (＞80%)

measured at the endpoint after multiple PCR reactions.

[29,37,40,59,85-88]. However, it was also reported that

The fraction of positive droplets (i.e., droplets containing

that MRD levels differed more than 5-fold between the

the target DNA) is fitted to a Poisson algorithm, and the

2 assays in a substantial proportion of cases [59], as

absolute copy number is then derived as copies per 1 μ L

RQ-PCR was more sensitive than MFC even when the

without the need for a standard curve. The sample parti-

sensitivity of the latter was improved by adding colors

tioning, high ratio of target DNA molecules to PCR re-

[40]. Notably, the units of MRD (percentage or cells per

agents, and endpoint measurements contribute to the

volume) as well as the denominators used to calculate

−5

−6

high sensitivity (10 -10 ) and accuracy of this assay

MRD percentages (total nucleated cells, total leukocytes,

[79,80]. This method is also able to quantify samples

mononuclear cells or lymphoid cells with IG and/or TCR

classified as PNQ according to RQ-PCR [24,80].

gene rearrangements) differ between assays, as described

Additionally, ddPCR MRD assays measuring the afore-

above. Discrepancies were more frequent in cases with

mentioned leukemia-specific fusion transcripts or IG/TCR

low levels of MRD than in those with high levels of MRD

gene rearrangements are being explored in different

[15,29,37,40,59,85-88]. MFC-negative/RQ-PCR-positive

hematologic malignancies including adult ALL [80-84],

cases could be a consequence of the limited sensitivity

and is expected to be broadly applied in pediatric ALL

of flow cytometry analysis in the ＜10

in the near future. A standardized protocol for this assay

phenotypic changes during therapy (false negative MFC),

is being developed; prospective clinical trials would de-

or non-specific amplification of normal DNA or dam-

94
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range, immuno-
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aged residual ALL cells without leukemogenic potential

To date, the clinical significance of emerging MRD as-

(false positive RQ-PCR) [27,35,36,40,59]. The denomi-

says, as well as their inter-assay correlations and con-

nator effects in RQ-PCR (particularly for IG/TCR gene

cordance with classical MRD assays, have been inves-

rearrangements) may also contribute to discrepancies

tigated in only a few pediatric ALL studies [12,21-25].

[59]. MFC-positive/RQ-PCR-negative cases can be attrib-

NGF versus NGS MRD assays for IGH gene rearrange-

uted to additional IG/TCR gene rearrangements occur-

ments correlated to a certain extent in a previous study,

ring during clonal evolution or the outgrowth of a sub-

although NGS was superior in detecting MRD [21]. This

clone that is not targeted as an index clone [59]. It has

study showed that the NGS assay has excellent analytical

been suggested that pediatric patients with B-ALL who

performance, including high sensitivity (0.0001%). In

have discordant results experience intermediate clinical

studies that compared the NGS MRD assay for IG/TCR

outcomes compared to those with concordant positive or

gene rearrangements to MFC or RQ-PCR assays for the

negative results [85]. It remains controversial whether the

same MRD targets [12,22,23], NGS correlated well with

concordance depends on the time of sampling [85,86].

RQ-PCR in terms of target identification [22], and NGS

The quantitative correlation between RQ-PCR for fu-

MRD assays predicted relapse and survival in minors with

sion transcript versus that for IG/TCR gene rearrange-

ALL more accurately than did MFC [12,23]. The ddPCR

ments has been investigated less frequently [15,16,77].

MRD assay was as sensitive as RQ-PCR and provided po-

RQ-PCR for ETV6-RUNX1 (RNA-based) and that for TCR

tentially more accurate prognostic stratification for cases

gene rearrangements showed good agreement, with the

defined as PNQ MRD via RQ-PCR through more precise

former being slightly more sensitive when good quality

quantification [24]. NGS and ddPCR MRD assay data from

RNA was available [16]. This could have been because

adults with ALL or mature lymphoid malignancies were

the RNA transcript is not always proportional to the

well-correlated with each other and with those of classi-

number of leukemic cells but may vary depending on the

cal MRD assays; this was consistent with good analytical

cell cycle, as mentioned above [16]. A study of infant ALL

performance and accurate prognostic stratification [80,

that examined KMT2A gene rearrangements using DNA-

84]. Upcoming large clinical trials could help incorporate

based RQ-PCR showed a concordance of 65% (i.e., less

such emerging MRD assays into international practice

than a threefold difference) with RQ-PCR for IG/TCR

guideline for pediatric ALL.

gene rearrangements [15]. In 10% of their samples, the

Other Considerations

MRD load observed in the KMT2A gene assay was higher
than that of the IG/TCR gene counterpart, probably because KMT2A rearrangements are assumed to be present

1) Samples

in the total leukemic clone. This contrasts with the fre-

MRD is comparable in the peripheral blood (PB) and

quent oligoclonal IG/TCR rearrangements in infants,

bone marrow (BM) of patients with T-ALL; however,

demonstrating the usefulness of RQ-PCR for detecting

those with B-ALL have 1-3 logs lower MRD in PB than

fusion transcripts in MRD diagnostics. Comparisons be-

in BM. Therefore, BM is the preferred tissue for MRD

tween MFC and RQ-PCR for fusion transcripts have rare-

testing in B-ALL and is also used in T-ALL testing [10,11,

ly been performed.

89-91]. The possibility of using PB is still being inves-

Overall, most studies concluded that all the classical

tigated for both classical and emerging MRD assays given

assays are efficient tools for monitoring MRD in pediatric

its convenience, but supporting evidence is insufficient

ALL [37,86-88] and recommended the combined use of

to date [86,89-91].

different MRD assays to prevent false positive/negative

Because MRD testing is quantitative, the representa-

results and to better refine risk stratification [15,29,85,

tiveness of the sample is critical. BM aspirates submitted

86].

for MRD analysis invariably contain some PB [36,92]. The
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evaluation of PB contamination has been proposed using

get particular B-cell markers (CD19 and CD22) to identify

flow cytometry to detect CD117+ mast cells, B-cell pre-

B-ALL cells, which are also the markers used to gate

cursors and nucleated red cells [73], the intensity of

B-cell precursors in flow cytometry [32]. Alternative

CD16 on maturing neutrophils [36], as well as plasma

strategies for detecting residual CD19-negative B-ALL

cells, CD34+ cells, and CD10+ granulocytes [92]. How-

cells using other B-cell markers such as CD22 or CD24

ever, these techniques are not widely used, and practical

could be employed [98]. Overall, a standardized protocol

methods should be developed and standardized to better

for MRD evaluation in pediatric patients with B-ALL who

evaluate the representativeness of samples for MRD assays.

are receiving immunotherapy remains to be developed.

2) MRD assays designed to detect new targets

Conclusion

The discovery and evaluation of new targets would
contribute to improving MRD monitoring in pediatric

MRD has been proven to be the strongest prognostic

ALL. IKZF1 deletion is a secondary alteration associated

factor in pediatric ALL. MRD evaluation expedites per-

with unfavorable outcomes in pediatric B-ALL, and is ob-

sonalized medicine in pediatric ALL by enabling accurate

served mainly in BCR-ABL1-positive B-ALL (∼65%) as

risk group assignment and risk-adapted treatment. For

well as in BCR-ABL1-like B-ALL (∼35%) [48,93]. The

routine use, MRD assays should have clinically relevant

IKZF1 deletion was previously shown to be closely corre-

sensitivity and specificity, reproducibility, applicability,

lated with IG/TCR MRD markers, suggesting its own po-

appropriate TAT, and technical feasibility. MFC- or

tential as an MRD marker [94].

RQ-PCR-based classical MRD assays show sensitivities of

Early T-cell precursor ALL is a high-risk T-ALL char-

−3

10

to 10−5 and have mainly been standardized by Euro-

acterized by absent (i.e., not yet occurred owing to its

pean working groups. Novel techniques such as NGF,

immaturity) or oligoclonal IG/TCR gene rearrangement,

NGS, and ddPCR are promising alternatives given their

as well as the coexpression of myeloid antigens [95].

improved sensitivities (10

FLT3-internal tandem duplication is frequently observed

clones, applicability, and technical feasibility compared

and can be used as a molecular marker in this disease

to classical MRD assays. These methods aim to overcome

as it is in acute myeloid leukemia [96].

the drawbacks of classical assays and improved prog-

3) Flow cytometry-based MRD evaluation in patients
undergoing immunotherapy

−5

to 10−6), specificity for ALL

nostic stratification. Prospective clinical trials ought to
clarify the clinical benefit of the high sensitivities of
these emerging assays in pediatric ALL. Standardization

Immunotherapeutic strategies have moved to the fore-

efforts and quality assurance programs are expected to

front of ALL treatments aimed at reducing MRD levels

be pursued through international collaborations to allow

and/or decreasing conventional chemotherapy-related

for the actual implementation of the emerging assays in

toxicities [97]. The three representative approaches are

clinical laboratories. In the meantime, efforts to unveil

the (i) CD3/CD19 bispecific T-cell binder blinatumomab,

new targets and improve existing methods continue.

(ii) CD22-directed antibody drug conjugate inotuzumab
ozogamicin, and (iii) CD19-directed chimeric antigen re-
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ceptor T-cell (the so-called CAR-T therapy) [97]. MRD
evaluation can assess the efficacy of these novel treat-
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ments and serve as a surrogate marker for the endpoint
[30]. However, flow cytometry-based MRD assays could
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